CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. CONSTRUCT MILE TYPE 2 PER SPokane County RD Plan A-H, with Type 3 Metal Frame and Type 1 A Drainage County Std Plant A-1 and B-1.

2. 10% L.V. 12" DR. 3000-LB. PLT. F flattering to 0.700-3.200 lbs./sq. ft. Expressway./

3. 120% L.V. 20" DR. 3000-LB. PLT. F flattering to 0.700-3.200 lbs./sq. ft. Expressway.

4. AILEES: See the Aple Plan 4-1. STANDARD PLANT 4-1, SEE DETAIL 1 SHEET 2.

5. 10% L.V. 12" DR. 3000-LB. PLT. F flattering to 0.700-3.200 lbs./sq. ft. Expressway.

6. OPTIONS AND USERS: SEE the Details A and B. This B-1 SHEET 2.

7. CONSTRUCT MILE TYPE 2 PER SPokane County RD Plan A-H, with Type 3 Metal Frame and Type 1 A Drainage County Std Plant A-1 and B-1.

8. 110% L.V. 20" DR. 3000-LB. PLT. F flattering to 0.700-3.200 lbs./sq. ft. Expressway.

9. PLAN VIEW - RIPRAP PAD

10. NOTE: RIPRAP PAD MUST BE INSTALLED WITH FILTERED FABRIC AND/OR SOILS BETWEEN THE MILE 100 AND THE MILE 10000.

11. GRAVEL ACCESS ROAD

12. TYPICAL "200" POND WITH DRAINAGE STRUCTURE - POND B

13. NAVD 88 DATUM

14. PROFILE A

15. VISTA RIDGE LANE STATIONING

16. 10+00 11+00 12+00 13+00 14+00

17. PROFILE B

18. VISTA PARK DRIVE STATIONING

19. 10+00 11+00 12+00

20. STORM DRAIN DETAILS

21. Drainage Structures

22. Vertical Scale: 1"=50'

23. Developer's Approval Date

24. Vertical Grade

25. Storm Drain C.A.